2017 NCSD Topical
Nuclear Criticality Safety Division Topical Meeting
September 10-15, 2017
Pecos River Village Conference Center (PRVCC)
Carlsbad, NM

Data,
Lessons Learned,
And Recommendations
To the organizers of future NCSD Topicals
Jef Lucchini, General Chair,
And the Local Organizing Committee Chairs

Attendance
•

101 participants

Lower participation than usual for NCSD Topical (~120-150).
Possible reasons: remoteness (and low attractivity?) of Carlsbad, lack of nuclear criticality safety activities in the
Carlsbad region, time of the conference (mid-September: end of Fiscal Year for National Labs; thus potential uncertainty
in regards to travel approval).

•

74 abstracts submitted - 61 full papers submitted

Drop of submission of full papers compared to abstracts.
Reasons: there existed a kind of “redundancy” between abstracts (~450 words) and full papers. Lack of time for authors
to submit a full paper, despite extended deadlines.
Recommendations: Get rid of the abstracts! Streamline the process with one submission (full papers)!

•

Registration

Registration vs. Time
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Late registration is a common trend. Despite a very “aggressive” campaign (emails sent almost on a monthly basis) to
encourage early registrations (so the hotel room blocks would be filled, avoiding attrition), registrations picked up right
before the early-bird fee deadline (August 15). Surprisingly good number of walking-ins (last minute registration) at the
time of conference.
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We used ANS services for registration. So we did not have to deal with money and foreign currencies, before and during
the conference! The ANS online registration is excellent, and the ANS staff sends very detailed status reports
periodically.
Possible reasons for late registrations: Late announcement of Keynote Speakers (July), issues with travel in some
organizations…
Recommendations: Keep “reminding” people on a relatively frequent basis to register ASAP! Do not necessarily extend
deadlines for registration: you get more money from late registrations! Use ANS for registration: very efficient and
worry-free!

•

Attendance spectrum

Categories
Emeritus
Member

Young Member
16%

Emeritus
8%

Student
5%

Non-Member

Member
39%

Student
Young Member
Non-Member
32%

Relatively even share between ANS members and non-members. Low participation of students, despite of a special
technical session dedicated to students and of two grants of $1,700 each given for expenses.
Possible reasons: Insufficient advertisement of the student session, no local students in the nuclear field, absence of
poster session, short deadlines for the student grants (3 weeks).
Recommendation: Reach out early to universities with a nuclear engineering program if you want a stronger student
participation (we could have done this better!).
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Czech Republic,
1

Countries
Canada, 1

France, 10
Germany, 2
Japan, 3
South Korea, 3
Sweden, 4
United
Kingdom, 4

United States,
73

Exceptional foreign participation (27%) for a Topical meeting.
Possible reasons: Early on (~1 year in advance) and periodic (about every month) communication to possible foreign
participants. Boosted by the foreign roots of both the Meeting General Chair and the NCSD Chair.
Recommendations: Do not hesitate to solicit foreign participation early on and consistently: Foreigners have, most of the
time, a relatively easy way to travel, and most of them are non-ANS members (so higher registration income!).

States

VA, 1, 1%
TX, 1, 1%

WA, 1, 1%

CA, 9, 12%
CO, 2, 3%
CT, 1, 2%

TN, 17, 23%

DC, 1, 2%
ID, 3, 4%
MD, 1, 1%
MI, 1, 1%

SC, 4, 6%
NM - Carlsbad, 8, 11%
PA, 3, 4%
NM - other, 20, 28%
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Not surprisingly, the three major US places to send participants to the conference were the main contributors to NCSD:
•
•
•

California, with mostly Lawrence Livermore National Lab (9 participants – 12% of the US participation),
Tennessee, with mostly Oak Ridge National Laboratory (17 participants – 23% of the US participation),
New Mexico, with mostly Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories (28 participants –
39% of US participation)

It is interesting to note that eight individuals from Carlsbad participated in the conference, even though criticality safety
is not really a topic of the local community.
Reason for relatively high local participation: The General Chair made clear that any local members (including organizing
committee chairs and… himself!) who wanted to actively participate in the meeting would have to register. No
passes/invitations were granted. Local employers supported the participation of their employees to the meeting.
Recommendations: Enforce the rule that everyone has to register for the meeting in order to help during the event; get
employers to support participation/attendance of their employees to the meeting; do not grant “free” invitations for
attending the meeting, unless you receive money for the corresponding expenses.

Accommodations
The conference was not held at a specific hotel.
Because Southeast New Mexico is a prosperous region for the oil & gas industry, the number of field workers in that
industry can fluctuate drastically and rapidly depending on the drilling activity. Therefore, 10 months in advance, we
decided to block 100 rooms in three different hotels in Carlsbad. That way, we secured enough rooms for our expected
number of participants, and locked them at a relatively low rate (mostly within the Government per-diem). These were
the advantages of this action, but there was a significant constraint to it.
Since these agreements were actually contracts signed by ANS, we could have faced some attritions/penalties if the
rooms were not filled. Fortunately, we avoided any penalties of this kind, because we worked diligently with the hotels
to revise/adjust the number of rooms. A few weeks prior to the beginning of the conference, since the registration
numbers were below expectations, we reduced the number of blocked rooms without any problem.
Recommendations:
•

•

Work with Paula Cappelletti (ANS) on hotel contracts and negotiations, but have someone at the location to visit
and interact with the hotels and revise the number of blocked rooms if necessary, without any subsequent
penalties.
Insist on having people book their stay at the conference selected hotels, so you don’t have to pay penalties.
Advertise those hotels in all communications (websites, call for papers, emails, etc.)

Exhibit and Sponsorship
What should have been a major source of revenues did not work out that way. Even though a very detailed exhibit and
sponsorship brochure was issued and broadly distributed 10 months before the event, the number of sponsors and
exhibitors at the meeting was insufficient.
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Three Carlsbad-based organizations financially supported the event:
1. Nuclear Waste Partnership (NWP), the operator of the WIPP.
2. New Mexico State University (NMSU), Carlsbad Environmental Monitoring & Research Center (CEMRC), the only
local university research institution.
3. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
Through its Carlsbad Office, LANL helped to promote the conference. They paid for 2 employees (the General Chair, and
the Registration Chair) to participate. Their $10,000 grant was aimed at inviting renowned keynote speakers and helping
students with their expenses to participate in the conference. Additionally, it also allowed LANL to have a booth at the
conference.
Despite restless effort to reach out multiple potential sponsors from the Nuclear Criticality arena (past NCSD Topical
sponsors, organizations of NCSD officers, etc.), we only received one sponsor from outside Carlsbad. Navarro accepted
to give $5,000, the biggest sponsorship money we got. The support of NSCD in terms of sponsorship was clearly missing.
Overall, we had 3 exhibitors (LANL, Navarro, NMSU/CEMRC), 3 sponsors (Navarro, $5,000 - NMSU/CEMRC and NWP,
$2,500 each), and a generous grant (LANL) to pay for keynote speakers and students to come to the conference.
Possible reasons: Not an attractive venue, end of fiscal year, current economical context, etc.

Recommendations:
•
•

Have a NCSD (committee) member in the local organization committee may help raising more funds.
Explore all potential sources of sponsorship, particularly among local employers.

Students Program
Despite a specific session dedicated to students, only 5 students registered to the meeting. This low participation does
not reflect the effort made by the technical program committee and the local organizing committee to encourage
participation from students enrolled in nuclear engineering programs across the US.
The LANL grant allowed the local organizing committee to “invite” two students to come to the conference. A student
application was drafted and distributed widely to universities. This grant came late in the process (end of June), and the
deadline was set to two weeks later. Only two applicants returned their applications, and… they were selected to
participate to the conference. They received a $1.7k stipend for their participation expenses.
Comment:
•

It is certainly possible to have a stronger participation from students. Maybe a direct connection of the local
organizing committee to a University would have been helpful.

Finances
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Budget estimations submitted to the ANS National Program Committee (NPC) for Calendar Placement and Preliminary
Approval were overly conservative (on purpose), in order to account for unpredictable expenses. As a matter of fact, we
systematically applied a 20 % contingency on those budget exercises (10 to 15% is common practice).
More than three quarters of the revenue was from registration (99 participants + 2 sponsors – see next three pages).
“Real” sponsor money (not counting the LANL grant) accounted for 10.8% of the overall revenue, which was
unexpectedly low.
More than two thirds of the total expenses came from three expense lines: food (31.5%), ANS services (22.4%), and
facility rentals (14.5%).
A great deal of effort was made to keep all expenses as low as reasonably possible, and still provide a decent quality of
service to the participants. Food and transportation were certainly the best examples of this golden rule (see Food and
Transportation sections). ANS services included jump drives, Nuclear News advertisement, paper review system (EPRS),
and registration. ANS proposed us additional services (website, publication, etc.) that we did not use, because we found
cheaper deals.
Shortly after the end of the meeting, the Finance Chair needed to prepare the close-out budget for submission to the
ANS, in order to receive the excess revenue share (25%) in a timely fashion, so that the numerous bills could be paid!
However, two months after the end of the conference, the local section has not received their excess revenue share yet.
This delay can be a problem when early bills need to be covered.
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AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
CLASS I TOPICAL MEETING FINANCIAL PLAN
TITLE OF MEETING
DATE OF MEETING
LOCATION OF MEETING
MEETING HOST (SECTION or ANS HQ)

2017 NCSD Topical
September 10-15, 2017
Carlsbad, NM
Carlsbad section

Submitted By: Jef Lucchini, General Chair
Approved By:

Date Original Budget Prepared: 05/13/2016
Date Final Budget Approved:

MEETING REVENUES
November 2016 ESTIMATED
June 2017 ESTIMATED
FEE
AMOUNT
BASIS
#
FEE
AMOUNT
BASIS

#

#

FEE

FINAL
AMOUNT

BASIS

REGISTRATIONS
1 MEMBERS, early regist.

100

$750

$75,000

100

$750

$75,000

2 MEMBERS, late regist.

0

$850

$0

0

$850

$0

3 NONMEMBERS, early reg.

0

$900

$0

0 $1,000
10
$450

$0
$4,500

32
7
19
11

$750
$850
$900
$1,000

$24,000
$5,950
$17,100
$11,000

0

$900

$0

4 NONMEMBERS, late reg.
5 ONE-DAY MEMBER, early reg.

0
10

$1,000
$450

$0
$4,500

0

$450

$0

ONE-DAY MEMBER, late reg

0

0
0
0
5

$510
$550
$610
$100

$0
$0 See #C
$0 See #D
$500 See #E

$510

$510

0
0
5

$0
$0
$0
$375

1

ONE-DAY NONMEMBER, early reg.
ONE-DAY NONMEMBER, late reg
SPOUSE/GUEST

$510
$540
$600
$75

0
0
0

$550
$610
$100

$0
$0
$0

10 STUDENT

5

$200

$1,000

5

$200

$1,000 See #A

11 EMERITUS MEMBER

5

$150

$750

5

$200

$1,000 See #B

3
6
2
12
4
2

$200
$200
$300
$600
$700
$300

$600
$1,200
$600
$7,200
$2,800
$600

6
7
8
9

EMERITUS MEMBER, late reg

$300

YOUNG MEMBERS, early regist.

$600

YOUNG MEMBERS, late reg

$700

STUDENT, late reg

$300

SUB TOTAL

125

SPECIAL EVENTS
12 LUNCHEON

0

13 RECEPTION

0

14 BANQUET
15 SPOUSE/GUEST TOURS
16 TECHNICAL TOURS
17 OTHER EVENTS

$81,625

125

$0

$0

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

$0

0
0

$0
$0

$0
$0

10

$50

$500

SUB TOTAL

$82,000

99

$0

$0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

0

$0

$0

0
0

$0

$0

4
4
2

$25
$50
$25

$100
$200
$50

$0

$0

0

$0

10

$50

$500

2

$50

$500

4

$500

$71,560

$0

$100 See #J
$450

OTHER REVENUE
0

$0

$0

1 $2,500

$2,500 See #G

10

$1,000

$10,000

10 $1,000

$10,000 See #F

20 PROCEEDINGS SALES

0

$0

$0

0

$250

21 WORKSHOPS

0

$0

$0

0

$0

18 EXHIBITS
19 CONTRIBUTIONS

SUB TOTAL
TOTAL REVENUE

4
10

$2,500
$1,000

0

$250

$0 See #H
$0

29 $40 or $15

$12,500

$21,035

$92,125

$95,000

$93,045

COMPLIMENTARY REGISTRATIONS PROVIDED: (List all that will be provided)

registration, reception, banquet, proceedings, tour or excursion
COMPLIMENTARY HOTEL ROOMS: (Define your policy for the use and distribution)

none
NOTES:
#A
LANL grant

#C
#D
#E
#F
#G
#H
#J
#K
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$0

$1,035

$10,000

REGISTRATION FEES INCLUDE: (List Items for each category)
Full Registration
registration, reception, banquet, proceedings, tour
One-Day Registration
what is provided with full registration that day
Spouse/Guest Registration
reception, banquet, Carlsbad Caverns excursion
Student Registration
registration, reception, banquet, proceedings, tour
Emeritus Registration
registration, reception, banquet, proceedings, tour

#B

$10,000 See #F
$10,000 See #K

was $150 in previous budget exercise - Goes up to $300 for standard/onsite registration after Aug.15 (same for Students)
was $540 in previous budget exercise
was $600 in previous budget exercise
was $75 in previous budget exercise
Achieved (Navarro $5,000; NWP $2,500; NMSU/CEMRC: $2,500 )
One (LANL) received
updated, to match the final Publication Plan
Contribution from Blue House Bakery
LANL grant to invite Keynote Speakers and Students

MEETING EXPENSES

All line items must include the justification for the basis of the entry. Typical values are included for guidance. If the meeting host is contracting services, the
values for the line items shall be left as $0 and the total value of the contracts must be included in the contract section. The description of the contracted items
shall be listed, and the contracts attached to the budget form. For all contracts, there shall be a formal contract bid and selection process, and ANS shall be
solicited for the service.
TITLE OF MEETING
DATE OF MEETING
LOCATION OF MEETING
MEETING HOST (SECTION or ANS HQ)

Date Original Budget Prepared:
Date Final Budget Approved:

2017 NCSD Topical
September 10-15, 2017
Carlsbad, NM
Carlsbad section

5/13/2016

November 2016 ESTIMATED
ESTIMATED BASIS
$300

ADMINISTRATION
1 LOCAL COMMITTEE EXPENSES
2
3
4
5

Submitted By: Jef Lucchini, General Chair
Approved By:

MEETING FLYERS/NOTICES
CALL-FOR-PAPERS
SHIPPING COSTS
NUCLEAR NEWS ADVERTISING

June 2017 ESTIMATED
ESTIMATED BASIS
$300

$100
$100
$300
$2,300

6 SIGNS AND POSTERS
7 TICKETS AND BADGES

18.95

125

8 ON-SITE ADMINISTRATION
9 MEETING SPACE RENTAL
MEETING WEB-SITE (includes On10 Line Registration)

2

$500
$2,369

18.95

812.5
125

$500
$5,000

$0.00
$0.00

$500
$2,369

2

812.5

$67.77 See #R
$1,975.00 See #R

102

18.95

$1,932.90 See #R

$0.00
$0.00

$5,715.00 See#U
$343.50

$500 See #H

$14,469

BASIS

$525.95 See #V

$100
$100
$300
$1,975 See #A

$500
$5,000

$3,000

SUB TOTAL

FINAL
FINAL

$11,644

$10,560.12

PUBLICATIONS:

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Paper Submission and Review
Process

$1500
setup -

$1500 +
3200 $17/paper

100

Program Printing
Preparation of Master CD

74

2758

$100
$200
$200
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,700

CD duplication cost
Proceedings/Abstract Book
Shipping Charges
Journal Costs
Distribution costs
SUB TOTAL

SPECIAL EVENTS

#

19 SPOUSE/GUEST HOSPITALITY
20 BREAKFASTS (# provided)
MORNING COFFEE BREAKS (#
21 provided)
AFTERNOON BREAKS (#
22 provided)

FEE

#

FEE

$2,758 See #B
$100
$200
$200 See #C
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,258

61

17

110

2.83

$2,537.00 See #R
$0.00

$311.30 See #R
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$2,848.30

0

$0

AMOUNT
$100
$0

0

$0

AMOUNT
$100
$0

120

$35

$4,200

120

$35

$4,200

$379.76
$300
$2,762.38
$4,950.00
$4,043.11
$360.00

120

$35

$4,200

120

$35

$4,200

23 RECEPTION (# provided)

125

$25

$3,125

125

$25

$3,125

24 LUNCHEONS (# provided)

120

$80

$9,600

120

$80

$9,600

25 BANQUET (# provided)
26 SPOUSE/GUEST TOURS
27 TECHNICAL TOURS
28 OTHER EVENTS

125

$35

$4,375
$1,500
$1,000

125

$35

$4,375
$150 See #D
$1,000

$900
$29,000

SUB TOTAL

#

FEE

0

$0

AMOUNT
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00

$1,512.50 See #T

$900
$27,650

$14,307.75

CONTRACTED SERVICES:
AUDIO/VISUAL Contractor: vendor
29 name
30 Contract #1 : Airport bus

31 Contract #2 : Hotel - Conf. Center
32 Contract #3 : PRVCC insurance
SUB TOTAL
OTHER EXPENSES
33 REGISTRATION PACKET
34 AWARDS/CERTIFICATES
35 REFUNDS
CREDIT CARD SERVICES AND
36 FEES
37 ADDITIONAL ITEMS
38 CONTINGENCY
SUB TOTAL

#

FEE
125

$15

$0
$8,000

$0
$4,000 See #E

$2,250

$200 See #F

$0
$10,250

$500 See #G
$4,700

AMOUNT
$1,875
$1,500

#
125

FEE
AMOUNT
$15
$1,875
$1,500

None

$0.00
$0.00

$0.00 See #L
$171.74
$171.74
#

FEE
100

15

AMOUNT
$0.00
$0.00

$9,615.11 See #S

None

$1,967.98 See #R
$36.00 See #Q

3.50%

$4,500

3.50%

$4,500

20%

$400
$13,138.75
$21,414

20%

$11,105
$19,380

$0.00
$11,619.09

$66,632

$39,507.00

TOTAL EXPENSES

3.50%

2

$400

$78,833

18

SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES
TOTAL MEETING REVENUE
TOTAL MEETING EXPENSES
TOTAL EXCESS
MEETING HOST/ORGANIZER
(Local Section or ANS)
DIVISION
ANS
Total
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$92,125
$78,833
$13,293

$95,000
$66,632
$28,368

14%

25%
25%
50%

$3,323.13
$3,323
$6,646.25

25%
25%
50%

$7,092
$7,092
$14,184

100%

$13,293

100%

$28,368

$93,045.00
$39,507.00
$53,538.00

30%

25%
25%
50%
100%

$13,384.50
$13,384.50
$26,769.00
$53,538.00

58%

At the time of preliminary budget review and approval by NPC and ANS Meetings Department, a list of the expenses that are the responsibility of the meeting
organizers (meeting host or division) will be identified. These costs (or portions thereof) will be deducted from the meeting organizer's portion of the excess
revenue. The organizers are encouraged to discuss these items with the ANS Director of Meetings and the NPC Chair before presenting their preliminary budget for
approval.
EXPENSES THAT WILL BE DEDUCTED FROM PORTIONS OF THE EXCESS REVENUES:
Item # Description of Overage
N/A

Deduction Responsibility

NOTES:
#A
Was $2,300 - June and July issues at 75% off, 1/2 page + $350 design by ANS
#B
Was $3,200 based on expected 100 submissions - $1500 +$17/paper
#C
Was $1,300 - Will be taken care by NMSU/CEMRC
#D
Was $1,500 - volunteers set up a guest program at minimum cost for every day of the week
#E
Was $8,000 - Most of the participants will rent a car others will be picked up at nearby airports (Hobbs, Roswell)
#F
Was $2,250 - City of Carlsbad will provide shuttle - $4/day/person
#G
Was $0 - Liability insurance for the Conference Center
#H
Was $3,000 - Website hosted by ANS Carlsbad section
#L
The City of Carlsbad Public Transit will offer this service (if needed) for free
#Q
Credit card fee reiumbursed to Fabian Sommer and Maik Stuke
#R
ANS Invoice - final - dated 10/18/2017
#S
Expenses reimbursement for 3 Keynote Speakers (Robert Wilson, Calvin Hopper, Tom mcLaughlin) and 2 students (Jesse Norris, Anthony Nelson), required by LANL grant
#T
Cash bar and Entertainment for Banquet and Reception
#U
Includes PRVCC and Living Desert Zoo (Banquet)
#V
Acknowledgement of local committee members + ANS registration package sent back at the end of the meeting

Recommendations:
•
•
•
•

Typically, the local section needs to have enough cash in the bank (~ $5k) to pay initial expenses before the
excess revenue check comes, a couple of months after the end of the meeting.
Work closely with caterers and other providers to find the best prices.
Pick the right services that ANS can provide to the meeting. We found that the paper review system and
registration were great ANS services to use.
Avoid wasting money on extra stuff that do not bring any values (anymore): expensive advertisements, meeting
flyers, signs and posters, program printing, registration packets (unless provided by sponsors).

Site Logistics
The Pecos River Village Conference Center (PRVCC) was the location of the conference (see picture next page). For a
modest fee, we rented the entire facility, which comprises one large conference room (capacity: 450 people), three
medium-size rooms (capacity: 100 people), a small room (capacity: 10 people), a large colonnade (for exhibits), a small
kitchen and outside grounds next to the Pecos River. The facility rental rates included basic set-up and breakdown of
tables, chairs, and selected amenities: table covers, floor podium, projector and screen, sound system, and wireless
internet. Laptops and additional projectors, as well as extension power cords, were kindly provided by supportive local
organizations (CEMRC, LANL).
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At the PRVCC, we hosted the opening reception, the workshops, the opening sessions, and the technical sessions. The
facility was adequate for all these activities, and for a crowd of 100+ people. The support from the facility managers was
satisfactory. Furthermore, the local organization continuously had a minimum of three staff (including the General Chair)
onsite during the conference. We took care of the coffee breaks, and of any questions or issues attendees and sponsors
had. We also supervised the front desk, which was staffed with students from the Carlsbad High School (CHS) Business
Professionals of America (BPA) program. Additionally, we did some cleaning every day before the conference hours, to
ensure the place was ready.
Two particular issues came up during the meeting, concerning the provided microphone and the wireless internet. The
microphone was too directional, and was connected to the podium, so the speakers did not have the chance to handle
the microphone and move from the podium. This setting was not ideal for a few speakers, who wanted to have the
possibility to move around a little bit, and who were not loud enough to be heard without microphone by the entire
audience. Also, the facility bandwidth was poor, due to a lack of planning by the facility owner. Consequently, wireless
internet, a service included in the rental of the facility, was not really operational for the entire time of the conference.
For some of the participants (particularly US nationals), this was not a problem: it was actually a good way for people to
focus on the talks. Some others (particularly foreign nationals) were noticeably upset at that issue, but they said they
could use free internet at their hotel. Additionally, we had a couple of issues with the projector, but they were quickly
fixed by the local organization staff present during the meeting (spare projectors and laptops were available at any
moments during the conference). To the appreciation of some users, we also set up a few stations in the conference
room for attendees to charge their electronic devices while listening to the talks.
The banquet was held at the Visitor Center of the Carlsbad Living Desert Zoo and Gardens State park. Setting was done
at no cost, since local organization staff and volunteers helped with set-up and breakdown of the tables and chairs.
Recommendations:
•
•

Make sure to test the perks provided with facility (e.g., sound system, wireless internet) before the conference.
Appreciated addition: provide a few stations with electrical power (extension cords) in the meeting room, so
participants can charge their electronic devices while listening to the talks. A few tables were placed close to
electrical outlets, to avoid tripping hazards.
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•
•

Have staff ready to help and address issues, so that the participants can focus on the professional and technical
aspect of the conference.
Seek for (free) help from the local community! In our case, we received the help of high-school students, who
were delighted with the opportunity to meet scientists!

Food
Because PRVCC is not near to any restaurants, we catered lunch every day of the meeting. Besides the convenience (no
trip to make), it was a good way to keep all the participants at the conference center during the lunch break, so they
could develop more professional interactions, catch up on things, and enjoy a relaxing environment along the banks of
the Pecos River!
Bids for catering went out early (6 months prior to the event). Our goal was to get the best food experience and service
in town at the best price. As we were approaching to the meeting time, and the number of registrants was below
expectations, we had to adjust our order to a lower number of meals and a lower cost, without compromising the
quality service. Similarly to the ANS National meetings, the idea of lunch boxes became evident. At the end, we relied
upon two caterers: one for lunches, and one for the opening reception and the banquet. Meals were delivered and
served onsite by the caterers. They included non-alcoholic drinks, cutlery, and dessert. Because the caterer selected for
lunches owns different local restaurants, we could request different menus every day (American, New-Mexican, Italian,
BBQ) for the same cost. The same caterer made an effort to accommodate our needs for the tours on Friday: (cold)
lunch boxes were then delivered at 7am, to be distributed around 1pm by the organizers to the attendees at the
different locations of the technical tours.
For the opening reception and the banquet, we had music entertainment, and a cash bar. The PRVCC required a
$1,000,000 Liability Insurance for serving alcohol. This was an unexpected expenses, which could have cost over $750
from local insurance companies. Fortunately, we found online a general insurance contract for much less ($171.74) that
PRVCC was satisfied with!
In our quest of reducing expenses as much as possible, the local organization committee decided a few weeks prior to
the event to take care of the coffee breaks, instead of having a caterer doing it. For each coffee break, a local staff was
then assigned to brew good quality coffee and tea, and set up the coffee breaks with sodas, water bottles,
pastries/cookies and fresh fruits. Despite the huge amount of volunteering work that this required, we saved a
substantial amount of money on the coffee breaks!
We received good feedback from attendees regarding the food services we provided. Many appreciated the lunch
boxes, and the coffee breaks options. Serving fresh fruits at the coffee break was also very welcome, since it is not very
common for a conference.
Recommendations:
•
•
•

Food is an important feature of a meeting: try to provide lunches and coffee breaks at the best quality possible
and for a reasonable cost.
Be considerate to your customers: brewing good quality coffee and tea, and providing fresh food is not
expensive (but it is time consuming!), but it will bring a great appreciation from the attendees!
Work on menu options with the caterers to find the best items for the best price!
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Publication
It is the responsibility of the Technical Program Chair to establish a Technical Committee for all the technical aspects of
the conference: technical sessions, call for papers, paper template, paper review, etc. The local organizing committee is
responsible for the official program, and the publication of the Transactions.
The local organizing committee put the official program together, which was extremely time consuming, instead of
getting help from ANS. The advantage of this decision was two-fold: money saving, and a better “control” of the
document, since many minor changes in the official program (e.g., last minute cancellations, substitutions, etc.) occurred
in the last days before the meeting.
The local organizing committee opted for an electronic publication of the Transactions. Way in advance, we purchased
ANS jump drives at a very reasonable fee, and with the ANS logo already on them. Conception and application of the
meeting label onto the jump drives were easy tasks. A few days before the conference, we prepared all the files of the
Transactions according to the ANS guidelines for publication, and uploaded them to the jump drives. The jump drives
were distributed to the attendees when they checked in at the front desk on their first day of the meeting.
Even though files were already available on the jump drive, paper copies of the official program and the list of attendees
were also available at the front desk during the conference. Those copies were simply printed by us using a Xerox
machine owned by a supporting organization (LANL). We did not send this work to a printing business, so we could save
some money. Going paper-less is cheaper!
Recommendations:
•
•
•

Use the ANS EPRS system for paper submission and reviews: it is very efficient, and worth the cost.
Publication of the Transactions is an area where a lot of money can be saved using dedicated volunteers!
Go electronic, instead of paper! Jump drives are affordable, and the preparation of the files for the Transactions,
even though a lengthy process, is straight forward, using ANS guidelines.

Overall Organization
In a small local section like the Carlsbad section, the General Chair of the meeting plays a key role in the successful
organization of the conference.
Once the Topical meeting was awarded to the local section, about 2 years prior to the event, the General Chair
established the local organizing committee. Eleven volunteers, all members of the local ANS section, agreed to serve as
chairs or co-chairs in the following sub-committees:
• Accommodations – Mindy Toothman (LANL)
• Finance - Jeremy Creen (NWP)
• Food – Robert Watson (NWP)
• Publications – Bill Weston (RES) and Russell Hardy (NMSU)
• Registration – Christopher Chancellor (LANL)
• Sponsorship – Jef Lucchini (LANL)
• Student – Anderson Ward (DOE)
• Tours – Jonathan Icenhower (SNL)
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•
•
•

Transport – Norbert Rempe (retiree)
Website – Hugo Castillo (NMSU)
Workshops – Yongliang Xiong (SNL) (with the kind participation of Sedat Goluoglu, Technical Program Chair)

An effort was made to select motivated and committed individuals from all the different local organizations (DOE, LANL,
SNL, NWP, RES, NMSU) involved in the local section, in order to have a full support from these entities. Most of these
local organizations helped the meeting organizing committee, particularly through their employees involved in the
committee. Predominantly LANL and NMSU/CEMRC generously granted extra resources (materials, volunteers, etc.).
From October 2016 to September 2017, the local organization committee members met every month, at CEMRC, to set
objectives, move actions forward, and discuss achievements, while enjoying a home cooked dinner! As we got closer and
closer to the event, the number of actions evidently cranked up significantly. The organizing committee got very busy
the last two weeks before the event, and during the event, since we had decided to take some tasks on our own (e.g.,
coffee breaks, transportation).
The Carlsbad community was very enthusiast about the meeting, which brought more than 90 people to town for a
week. The City of Carlsbad embraced the event, and helped in several areas. They provided the welcome touristic
package to the participants, free shuttle transportation from the hotels to the conference center every day, and music
entertainment and boat rides at the opening reception. Carlsbad Mayor Dale Janway gave a welcome address at the
opening reception and the plenary session. The Department of Energy, Carlsbad Field Office (DOE-CBFO) and the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) operator, Nuclear Waste Partnership LLC (NWP), had a Roadshow Exhibition on Monday and
Tuesday featuring the TRUPACT-II and/or HalfPACT packaging that are used in the transportation of nuclear waste across
the nation. A successful partnership with the Carlsbad High School (CHS) Business Professionals of America (BPA)
program allowed 30 students to help with the conference at the front desk, and gave them the exposure to a
professional and scientific world. All of these contributions were free, and were excellent additions to the meeting!
Recommendations:
•
•
•

Have a motivated and active group of individuals on the organizing committee (minimum 10), who are
employees of key organizations in the community.
Organize meetings with the local organizing committee members on a regular basis (monthly, or bi-weekly in the
last weeks prior to the event), to check on progress and keep the momentum going!
Solicit (free) help from local partners (City, restaurants, etc.), by showing them the benefits of having ~100
visitors coming to town for a week.

Communication – Advertisement - Publicity
A good communication between the ANS Division sponsoring the Topical meeting and the local section is key to the
success of the meeting.
From the moment the local section was awarded the organization of the meeting, the General Chair, Dr. Jean-Francois
(Jef) Lucchini (ANS Carlsbad), and the Technical Program Chair, Pr. Sedat Goluoglu (NCSD), were in contact, particularly
when questions, concerns or issues raised. This was very useful to the local section, relatively novice in the role of
organizing a Topical (the last Topical meeting organized by the Carlsbad section was in 2006). Among the numerous
positive interactions between the two key individuals, only one glitch happened, and it was during the conference, in
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which the Technical Program Chair did not attend to, due to unforeseen weather. Neither the General Chair nor the
Session Chair knew if there was anything special planned for the Student Competition session!
NCSD invited the General Chair to give an update on the Topical at each of their Executive Meetings (ANS Annual and
Winter meeting), as well as their periodical on-call meetings (~2 months). NCSD officers, and particularly the two NCSD
Chairs, John Miller (2016) and Deb Hill (2017), were very helpful and responsive to the General Chair requests,
concerning historical data from previous NCSD Topicals, list of potential sponsors, suggestions for keynote speakers,
postings on the NCSD website, etc. The interactions between NCSD and the ANS Carlsbad were particularly welcome,
since the Carlsbad area does not have any representatives from the nuclear criticality safety arena.
It goes without saying that interactions with ANS are necessary and mandatory. The General Chair needs to get the
three necessary approvals (Calendar Placement, Preliminary, and Final Approval) from the ANS National Program
Committee during the process. The ANS Topical meeting manual contains all the details for the organization of a Topical.
About 10 months before the event, the local section obtained from ANS meeting department (Paula Cappelletti) to sign
contracts with three selected hotels. Many other examples of interactions between the local section and ANS could be
cited, particularly in publication, website, and finance.
Advertisement of the meeting and solicitation for papers were almost exclusively done using emails, and pointing out to
the meeting website. Intensive advertisement to potential participants and sponsors started with the production of the
call for papers, in December 2016. Additionally, two ads were run in the ANS News, the monthly magazine of the ANS, in
June and July 2017 for 25% of the normal cost. Unfortunately, the ads in the ANS News came after submission of papers
was closed, so they did not have any impact on the number of submissions, and also on the number of sponsors and
exhibitors.
Recommendations:
•
•
•

Develop and maintain frequent communication with the Division and ANS, since they are great resources.
Emails are probably the best and cheap way to advertise the meeting, solicit papers and look for sponsors.
Advertisement in the ANS News could be a good venue, if done early in the process (when the call for papers is
out). However, despite the 75% discount, it is expensive, and the return is not guaranteed.

Registration
A good registration rate made the finances of this Topical meeting look good! This shows how important registration is,
particularly for a meeting without many sponsors…
A draft of the registration form was designed by the local organizing committee as early as the call for papers went out
(December 2016). It received a few iterations over time, as things (tutorials, special events, and tours) were shaping up.
The final registration form was issued by ANS good communication between the ANS Division sponsoring the Topical
meeting and the local section is key to the success of the meeting. The registration form in its final form (see next page)
was issued by ANS in March 2017, when registration opened.
Since the local organization committee did not have the resource to handle registration of attendees and foreign
currencies, we delegated this service to ANS. This was the best move we made! The ANS online registration is excellent,
and easy for any participants. We received periodically a very detailed list of the attendees who registered. A few days
before the meeting, we received the badges and ribbons for the attendees. Additionally, we also used the ANS online
registration system during the conference, for walk-in participants. Support from ANS staff was excellent all along.
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Recommendations:
•
•

Use ANS for registration! The ANS online registration system is excellent, and worth the cost. This way, no cash
to handle, no hassles with cancellations or foreign currencies.
ANS provides badges and ribbons for the participants. It is included in the ANS registration package.

Tours
The existence of the ANS Carlsbad section is based on the presence of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), the only
U.S. deep geological repository licensed to permanently dispose of the nation’s defense-related transuranic waste.
Consequently, the WIPP was an obvious destination for a technical tour. Two other exceptional nuclear facilities located
at the New Mexico-Texas border, were also accessible from Carlsbad and available for a technical tour: the URENCO
Enrichment Facility, and the Waste Control Specialists (WCS) Facility. The Technical Tours were offered to the registered
meeting attendees only (no Spouses or Guests). Participants had to sign up at the time of registration. Participation was
free of charges. Space was limited, and selection was made on a “first come, first served” basis. Because specific
authorization had to be completed ahead of time, and additional paperwork were requested from participants on a case
by case basis, the deadline to sign up for the technical tours was July 17 (about 2 months prior to the event). In reality,
despite all our efforts to accommodate the requirements of all the different sites, we had some last minute issues
(foreign nationals’ access, schedule). The lists of participants to those tours were finalized … during the conference, the
day before! Our local partners (NWP, LANL) provided van transportation to the participants.
We could not omit a non-technical tour to the remarkable Carlsbad Caverns National Park, the touristic jewel of
Southeast New Mexico. This excursion was open to spouses and guests, and was also free of charge for participants
who sign up at the time of registration. In addition to the general entrance, we offered a ranger-guided tour to the
beautiful King’s Palace, the deepest portion of the cavern open to the public. Transportation to the Carlsbad Caverns
National Park was not provided, so visitors could enjoy the Caverns all day long, and attend the spectacular Bat Flight
program, which took place at dusk. Mid-September was the perfect time to see thousands of bats exiting the cave to
look for food. The excursion to the Carlsbad Caverns was our general plan B, in the case of unexpected last-minute
events (leading to cancellations) would have happened at any of the technical tours.
Overall, the tours went well, and were a success: 20 participants to the Carlsbad Caverns excursion and the WIPP tour,
10 to the WCS tour, and 5 to the URENCO plant (low number due to foreign nationals’ last minute restriction). For
example, a few people wished to go to the WIPP tour, but we already exceeded the maximum attendance capacity. We
provided cold lunch box to all the participants at the location of the tours, since there were no convenient restaurants
on sites.
Recommendations:
•
•
•

Choose technical tours wisely, as they are a great asset to the conference.
Set them up early in the process, keep your onsite points of contact updated on the signups, and provide them
all the required documentation/information they need (for site access for example).
Make sure you have a plan B in the case of unexpected constraints or cancellations of a tour!
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Transportation
The remoteness of Carlsbad was the main obstacle of the Carlsbad section’ application to host the 2017 NCSD Topical.
Many NCSD members stated their concern about the absence of a close-by major airport. The closest international
airport is the El Paso airport, 160 miles southwest of Carlsbad.
This is the reason why, in their first budget exercise, the local organization committee allocated $8k for transportation
between nearby airports and the city of Carlsbad. However, we encouraged participants to make advance reservations
for renting a car at their arrival airports for the final leg of their journey to Carlsbad. For those unable to arrange their
own ground transportation, we recommended them to select a local or regional airport (Carlsbad (CNM), Hobbs – 75
miles east of Carlsbad, or Roswell – 80 miles north of Carlsbad) for their arrival and contact the General Chair at the time
of their online registration to make ground transportation arrangements with the Conference organizers. The majority
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of the participants rented a car, sometimes in groups. Only 5 participants needed a ride from and to the airport, and
these rides were kindly provided by local volunteers.
For local transportation between hotels and the conference venue, participants used their rental vehicles and shared
rides with other colleagues. Additionally, the City of Carlsbad kindly chartered a dedicated shuttle that ran twice a day
between hotels and the PRVCC, as well as to the Carlsbad Living Desert Zoo for the banquet on Wednesday.
For transportation between Carlsbad and technical tour sites (with the exception of the Carlsbad Caverns), registered
participants were transported by vans provided by the conference organizers.
For the closeout budget, the local organization committee was very satisfied to have spent… no money on this
important aspect of the conference! This was certainly the biggest saving line in the budget.
Recommendations:
•

•

Transportation is usually not a concern for meetings. However, for remote venues like Carlsbad, it can be a huge
obstacle. Therefore, it is important to assure the potential attendees that transportation will be provided from
their arrival airports to the place of the conference.
If transportation needs to be arranged, it is better to allocate a substantial amount of money in the first budget
evaluations, in order to avoid bad surprises later on.

Website
The conference website was the only reliable way to communicate information and updates to potential attendees and
the public. It was also the best way to acknowledge our sponsors.
The ANS Carlsbad section already had a website, operated by a local company for a modest annual fee. The ANS
Carlsbad section website was redesigned in order to host the conference website. Many pages were created to
accommodate the different topics: important dates / schedule, fees / registration, call for papers, paper submission /
review, tutorials, technical tours / excursions, travel (including hotels, transportation, things to do), sponsors, students /
post-docs, program / keynote speakers, organizing committee. A Home page included information about ANS, the ANS
code of ethics, the ANS statement of diversity, and the ANS respectful behavior policy. After the conference, a gallery
page was generated to display the pictures taken during the event.
For a cost of $343.50 (compared to $3k for a website entirely managed by ANS), the website of the conference was
successfully operated, and all updates were posted in a timely fashion.
Additionally, key information and documentation were posted on the Topicals and Executive Conferences webpage of
the ANS website. Key documentation included the following: call for papers, paper template, copyright form, exhibit
and sponsor prospectus, registration form, and official program.
Recommendations:
•
•

The conference website is certainly the first thing to create, and the last thing to take down! It is the main
vehicle of information to the public, so postings need to be done on a timely fashion.
Many website providers are available, efficient, and relatively inexpensive. Make the right choice.
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Tutorials / Workshops
Tutorials were a nice asset to the conference. Four Tutorials were initially proposed to the attendees who registered for
the conference. Participants to the Tutorial of their choice had to sign up at the time of registration, and pay the
corresponding participation fee ($15 for a half-day workshop, $40 for a full day workshop). These fees were established
to mainly support the cost of the coffee breaks and lunch that day, since these expenses were missed in the first budget
evaluation.
The four Tutorials were the following:
A. Automated As-loaded and Design-basis Criticality Analysis for Dry Spent Nuclear Fuel Systems Using UNFST&DARDS
Organizer: Kaushik Banerjee (ORNL)
B. Monte Carlo Criticality Calculations with MCNP6-Whisper
Organizers: Forrest Brown, Jennifer Alwin, Michael Rising (LANL)
C. Performing Criticality Evaluations in Geologic Repositories
Organizer: John Scaglione (ORNL)
D. SCALE 6.2 Criticality Safety Calculations and Sensitivity/Uncertainty Methods for Criticality Safety Validation
Organizer: Chris Perfetti, Justin Clarity (ORNL)
Late July, John Scaglione announced that he was not approved to give Tutorial C, so it got removed, and the couple of
participants who signed up for this Tutorial agreed to take Tutorial A instead.
A total of 29 participants were there on Sunday, to learn about the different programs taught in the offered Tutorials.
The organizers did a great job to teach those workshops with a real passion, and using a minimum of local resources
(only projectors and power cords were requested).
Recommendations:
•
•

Tutorials should not be neglected, because they can draw interest among potential participants. If the facility
permits, try to offer as many tutorials as possible.
Make sure you provide the organizers of tutorials all the support they need to teach their workshop. Keep them
updated on the number of signups, as you get close to the event.

Official Program
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